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Abstract

Decision-makers often seek to design policies that support sustainable development. Prospective evaluations of how effectively such policies are likely to meet sustainability goals have nonetheless remained challenging. Evaluating policies against sustainability goals can be facilitated through the inclusive wealth framework, which characterizes development in terms of the value to society of its underlying capital assets, and defines development to be potentially sustainable if that value does not decline over time. The inclusive wealth approach has been developed at a theoretical level and applied to retrospective evaluations. Here, we apply inclusive wealth theory to prospective policy evaluation coupled with dynamic simulation modeling, using a case of electricity infrastructure policies in oil-exporting countries. To demonstrate the prospective evaluation, we analyze investment policies in non-fossil electricity capacity in terms of their forecast impact on several dimensions of inclusive wealth. Illustrative results show that investing in non-fossil capacity in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait can increase components of the countries' inclusive wealth, though the impacts depend on future uncertainties. In contrast, comparable components of the UAE's net inclusive wealth decline under similar investment policies. Finally, including human capital improvements in estimates of inclusive wealth substantially increases its value, though the amount varies across the countries.
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1. Introduction

Decision-makers increasingly seek to design policies that support sustainable development (SDSN, 2014), or “meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987). Achieving sustainable development requires both defining and measuring objectives, and designing and evaluating appropriate policies to achieve them. While much literature has focused on sustainability definitions and concepts, fewer studies have addressed the challenge of quantitative policy evaluation. Here, we demonstrate how a rigorous theoretical approach to defining sustainability based on the concept of “inclusive wealth” can be applied to prospective evaluation of policies, through a case study of electricity infrastructure investments in oil-exporting countries.

The foundations of inclusive wealth lie in a substantial literature from economics. This includes early theoretical efforts on the sustainability implications of net national product or “net income” (Hicks, 1940; Lindahl, 1933) and the study of the evolution of the economy over time, that is, economic growth theory (e.g. Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 2003). The foundations of inclusive wealth were recently reviewed by Dasgupta (2014) and Polasky et al. (2015). There have also been empirical attempts at wealth accounting using genuine savings (Hamilton and Clemens, 1999; Lindmark and Acar, 2013; Mota et al., 2010; Pearce and Atkinson, 1993) and two contemporary streams of wealth accounting: comprehensive wealth (World Bank, 2006, 2011) and inclusive wealth (UNU-IHDP and UNEP, 2012, 2014). While comprehensive and inclusive wealth approaches have some methodological differences, the underlying theory is consistent, though (Engelbrecht, 2016) provides a detailed comparison. Recent empirical attempts at regional inclusive wealth accounting include Ollivier and Giraud (2011), Arrow et al. (2012), Moe et al. (2013), and Pearson et al. (2013).

Inclusive wealth W is defined as the social value of the capital asset stocks K in a society. It is an aggregate measure of a society’s productive base, which tracks intergenerational human well-being (Dasgupta and...
Dasgupta, 2009; Meadows, 1998). It therefore tracks changes in inclusive wealth measures change to the capacity of nations to provide future per capita does not decline over time (Arrow et al., 2012; and knowledge capital. (which may include institutional, cultural and/or religious capital) and renewable assets like forests and fisheries and nonrenewable assets like fossil fuels and minerals). Additional categories of capital included in the framework but not yet evaluated in most empirical studies are intangible assets like social capital (which may include institutional, cultural and/or religious capital) and knowledge capital.

Inclusive wealth theory states that development is sustainable if inclusive wealth per capita does not decline over time (Arrow et al., 2012; Dasgupta, 2009, 2014). By focusing on changes to capital stocks, inclusive wealth measures change to the capacity of nations to provide future flows of goods and services to its citizens from its productive base (Dasgupta, 2009; Meadows, 1998). It therefore tracks changes in “the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (intergenerational human well-being), whereas measures of yearly flows do not (Arrow et al., 2012). Applied to policy evaluation, the theory states that a policy meets the acceptance criteria if it would increase or at least maintain inclusive wealth (Arrow et al., 2003; Dasgupta, 2009).

Applications of wealth accounting theory have to date focused almost exclusively on retrospective accounting of past performance. A few studies have forecast inclusive wealth (Sato et al., 2012; Tokimatsu et al., 2011, 2013), but do not use inclusive wealth to compare alternative policies. Pearson et al. (2013) and Collins et al. (2014) describe frameworks for applying inclusive wealth theory to prospective policy evaluation, namely assessing the potential impact of a policy on the future trajectory of inclusive wealth, but their policy applications were merely illustrative.

Here, we demonstrate how inclusive wealth theory can be used for prospective and quantitative policy evaluation. We apply this approach to a case of electricity infrastructure planning in oil-exporting countries, for which we are able to capture important dynamics using a limited number of capital assets. To estimate the accumulations (benefits) and depletions (costs) of capital stocks caused by different policy choices for infrastructure development, we develop a dynamic simulation model of economy-energy interactions for oil-exporting countries, using Saudi Arabia as the primary case study. We then use the model to evaluate net impacts to inclusive wealth of different non-fossil investment plans under a range of scenarios and across a sample of other oil-exporting countries. Finally, we discuss perspectives and challenges related to the implementation of inclusive wealth-based policy evaluation for sustainable development.

2. Methods

Section 2.1 describes the dynamic simulation model we develop to evaluate electricity policies in terms of their effect on several capital assets that comprise inclusive wealth. Section 2.2 defines how policies are implemented in the simulation model and the data employed to conduct simulations. Section 2.3 evaluates the model’s ability to replicate historical behavior. Section 2.4 defines and evaluates policies as a social cost-benefit analysis in which a policy is sustainable if the present discounted value of its social profits is positive; equivalently, its net present value is greater than zero. This occurs when benefits (measured as the social value of its capital accumulations) exceed costs (measured as the social value of its capital depletions). In Section 3, we use this formulation to measure produced and human capital benefits relative to oil capital costs across a range of policies.

2.1. Model Description

We develop and use a dynamic simulation model (Fig. 1) that captures the interaction between two processes, electric power capacity expansion and macroeconomic development, and subsequent impacts to produced, human, and natural (specifically oil) capital. Inputs are parameters and time series of the electricity and economic systems, and outputs are time-dependent values of the capital stocks. In the model, population and GDP growth increases electricity demand. This leads to the expansion of electric power capacity to meet the demand, which has associated infrastructure (fixed and variable) costs. These costs are financed through oil capital depletion. Depending on the technology composition of the electricity infrastructure – conventional (oil- and natural gas-fired) versus non-fossil – a certain amount of natural (oil) capital will be consumed. Lower domestic consumption leads to more oil exports, all else being equal, which increases GDP and the accumulation of produced and human capital. The oil price is treated as an exogenous variable.

The model is specific to countries where oil exports represent both a dominant economic sector and a significant share of government revenue. Thus, while countries like the US and Canada certainly export oil, the proceeds represent a proportionately smaller share of economic output and government revenue than countries in the Middle East, for example. Section 2.2 parameterizes the model for Saudi Arabia, UAE and Kuwait, though Collins (2015) estimates the model for numerous other oil-exporting countries.

2.1.1. Electric Power Capacity Expansion (right hand side of Fig. 1)

We quantify electricity demand as a function of population and real GDP using multiple linear regression, an approach consistent with literature on electricity and energy demand forecasting (Bianco et al., 2009; Kypreos et al., 2003; Mohamed and Bodger, 2005). We use log-log regression to capture the effect of the two drivers on electricity demand Eq. (2). Electricity demand (E), population (P) and real GDP (Y) are all represented as relative terms, with the initial simulation year values (time t = 0) in the denominator. The βi coefficients are the electricity demand elasticities of population and real GDP, estimated using World Bank (2014) data.

\[
\log \left( \frac{E_t}{E_{t-0}} \right) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \log \left( \frac{P_t}{P_{t-0}} \right) + \beta_2 \log \left( \frac{Y_t}{Y_{t-0}} \right) + \epsilon
\]

Electricity infrastructure expansion is simulated using the well-established control structure from the system dynamics literature (Sterman, 2000), previously applied in numerous models of generation capacity expansion and investment (Ford, 1997; Dyner and Larsen, 2001; Ford, 2002; Collins et al., 2013; Gowharji et al., 2014). Briefly, capacity expands to meet a forecast of electricity demand (also called load). System size depends on peak load (the largest instantaneous demand for power over the year) and reserve margin (the percentage buffer of capacity in excess of peak load). The expansion rate depends on adjustment times for capacity online and under construction. Equations and parameters can be found in Appendix A.

Without non-fossil power, demand in the model is met solely with conventional (oil and natural gas) capacity. The amount of oil consumed (Oil) by the electricity infrastructure Eq. (3) depends on three things: (1) the fraction of power generated by natural gas (fC); (2) total conventional power generation, which is the product of conventional capacity (Cap) and its capacity factor (CF); and (3) the average heat rate (HR) of the oil-fired generation plants, where higher HR indicates lower
efficiency (b is the energy content of a barrel of oil). As non-fossil capacity comes online and starts generating power (\(G_{\text{FP}}\)), the capacity factor (i.e. utilization) of the conventional system declines, which decreases oil consumption Eq. (4).

\[
\text{Oil}_t = \left(1 - f_s\right) \left(C_{\text{adj}} \times CF_t \times 8760 \right) \left(H_{\text{R}} / b\right) \quad (3)
\]

\[
CF_t = \min \left(1, \frac{E_t - G_{\text{NP}t}}{Cap_t \times 8760}\right) \quad (4)
\]

We calculate the cost of the electricity infrastructure as it evolves over time to meet electricity demand. These include fixed (capital plus fixed operation and maintenance (O&M)) and variable (fuel cost plus variable O&M) costs. Capital and O&M costs are technology-specific (see Table 2). The capital cost (\(C\)) is an overnight cost, the cost incurred during construction if the plant were completed “overnight.” To account for borrowed money to finance construction, we spread the cost evenly over the lifetime (\(n\)) of the power plant using the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) and a capital recovery factor (\(CRF\)) to get an annualized capital payment (\(c\)) for technology \(i\) Eq. (5). Furthermore, base overnight capital costs (\(C_{\text{base}}\)) are adjusted to include the cost of financing during construction, which assumes that the capital costs are divided evenly over each year of construction and interest accrues at the WACC Eq. (6). We use a WACC of 10%.

\[
c_i = C_{\text{adj}i} \times CRF_i = C_{\text{adj}i} \left[\frac{WACC}{1 - \frac{1}{(1 + WACC)^n}}\right] \quad (5)
\]

\[
C_{\text{adj}i} = \frac{C_{\text{base}}}{\tau_d} \sum_{t=1}^{n} (1 + WACC)^{t-1} \quad (6)
\]

We assume that the electricity infrastructure deployment cost is 100% financed by oil capital (OC) depletion, that is, the extraction and sale of oil at international market prices. In reality, deployment could be financed through other channels, such as foreign investment, but our assumption follows the convention in other papers and bounds the analysis within the country of interest. While sovereign wealth funds could also be used to finance the cost, in oil-exporting countries the primary income in these funds is oil revenue, meaning oil capital depletion is still the ultimate source of the money.

Following Arrow et al. (2012), oil capital is the product of the stock, the market price, and the rental rate Eq. (7). For natural resources, the rental rate is the difference between unit price and extraction cost, divided by the unit price. The product of the market price and the rental rate is the rental price, which is used as a proxy for the shadow price. The oil stock declines according to a yearly exogenous extraction rate, plus an additional amount \(X\) that is needed to finance the infrastructure Eq. (8).

\[
OC(t) = Stock_t \times Price_t \times \text{Rental Rate}_t \quad (7)
\]
\[
Stock_t = Stock_{t-1} - \text{Extraction}_t - X_t \quad (8)
\]

2.1.2. Macroeconomic Development (left hand side of Fig. 1)

Domestic oil consumption is the sum of electricity and non-electricity consumption, the latter assumed exogenous and based on data from Lahn et al. (2013) and US Energy Information Administration (2014b). Oil exports are the difference between oil production (assumed exogenous) and domestic consumption. Thus we are assuming that after domestic demand is met, foreign demand fully consumes the balance of the yearly oil production. The product of oil exports with the international oil price (assumed exogenous) gives oil export revenues.

We partition the economy of oil-exporting countries into two sectors: oil and non-oil. Oil sector GDP (\(Y_{\text{oil}}\)) is equivalent to oil export revenue, and non-oil GDP (\(Y_{\text{non-oil}}\)) includes all other economic activity (including non-oil exports and the domestic production of non-oil sectors). The Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA) and other central banks in oil-exporting countries use this partitioning to tabulate national statistics. Total GDP \(Y(t)\) in year \(t\) is the sum of \(Y_{\text{oil}}(t)\) and \(Y_{\text{non-oil}}(t)\). \(Y(t)\) is converted to real dollars using year 2000 deflators from the World Bank (2014).

As domestic oil consumption grows, there are direct and indirect economic impacts in the model. Increased consumption leads directly to less oil leftover for export, which decreases oil GDP, all else being equal. The indirect impact stems from the dependency of the non-oil sector on the oil sector. Oil revenues are frequently an oil-exporting government’s primary means for financing investments in non-oil sectors, including physical projects (e.g. highways, real estate) and social programs (e.g. schools, hospitals), as well as paying government employees (Bourland & Gamble, 2011). As a result, income and spending
have tended to increase (decrease) during times of high (low) oil prices (Alsweil, 2015; Pierru and Matar, 2012). Table 1 displays oil revenue as a percentage of economic indicators in Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries (Hvidt, 2013).

To capture the indirect impact, we assume a linear effect of the oil sector (Yoil) on the non-oil sector (Ynon-oil), as well as an exogenous growth rate of Ynon-oil that is independent of Yoil (Eq. 9). The linear effect is dampened by a parameter τ > 1 that governs how linked Ynon-oil is to Yoil. The higher the value of τ, the more quickly changes to Yoil will be reflected in changes to Ynon-oil. The parameters α and β are estimated using SAMA (2013) and World Trade Organization (2015) data. We do not estimate τ and γ from data, but instead vary their values in a sensitivity analysis to discern the impact on policy evaluation results.

\[
\frac{dY_{\text{non-oil}}(t)}{dt} = \left[\alpha Y_{\text{oil}}(t) + \beta\right] - \gamma Y_{\text{non-oil}}(t) + \frac{Y_{\text{non-oil}}(t)}{\tau} \tag{9}
\]

We specify the dynamics of produced and human capital based on the formulations and parameter assumptions of Arrow et al. (2012). Produced capital (PC) accumulation is equivalent to net national savings, namely output Y(t) net of consumption and depreciation Eq. (10). However, we alter the formulation slightly so that consumption c is a fixed fraction of output. The depreciation rate λ is 7%, and the consumption fraction c is an historical average calculated from UNSD (2013) data. Initial stock values are from Inclusive Wealth Report (IWR) data annexes (UNU-IHDP and UNEP, 2012, 2014).

\[
\frac{dPC(t)}{dt} = Y(t)(1-c) - \lambda PC(t) \tag{10}
\]

Human capital (HC) is the product of three terms Eq. (11). The first term represents the amount of human capital per adult, a function of average educational attainment A and the market return on education ρ (8.5%). Educational attainment figures are from the Barro and Lee (2013) dataset. The second term is the size of the population over the age of 15, a proxy for the adult population. To calculate adult population, we multiply the historical average adult population percentage pa by total population P Eq. (12). The population prospects of Saudi Arabia indicate that the adult population percentage will not significantly change from 2015 (68.6%) to 2050 (66.0%) (UNDESA, 2015), making extrapolation of the past trend justifiable. The third term is the shadow price of human capital, namely the discounted labor compensation over the remaining working period T (14 years) of an average adult (Muñoz, 2013), discounted at a rate δ (8.5%). Assuming a sufficiently competitive labor market, the marginal productivity of human capital is equivalent to the rental price for a unit of human capital, r. This rental price is the real wage for human capital, calculated as the total wage bill divided by the number of employed people (Arrow et al., 2012) Eq. (11). Callen et al. (2014) report that the labor share of income in gulf countries is approximately 20%, so we use this ratio to approximate the wage bill. The number of employed human capital units is the product of the historical average employed population percentage pa, total population, and human capital per adult.

\[
HC(t) = e^{\delta k(t)} \times P_{15+}(t) \times \int_S^T r(s) e^{-\delta(T-s)} ds \tag{11}
\]

\[
P_{15+}(t) = paP(t) \tag{12}
\]

\[
(t) = 0.2Y(t) \tag{13}
\]

In summary, electricity infrastructure affects produced and human capital accumulation through its oil consumption. Reducing oil consumption leads to more oil exports and higher GDP in both the oil and non-oil sector. This has a direct positive effect on produced capital, and a positive effect on human capital via increase to the real wage. Furthermore, the generation technologies that comprise the infrastructure have different fixed and variable costs. The costs of alternative electricity policies will be reflected in how much oil capital needs to be liquidated to finance investment and operation of non-fossil based infrastructure.

### 2.2. Model Parameterization

Tables 2–3 show the parameterizations of the model. All historical averages are based on data going back to 2000 unless stated otherwise. Table 2 includes the cost and performance attributes of the electricity generation technologies. Table 3 displays country-specific parameters for three oil-exporting countries: Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), United Arab Emirates (UAE), and Kuwait. Initial values (t = 0) are for the year 2000.

The UAE and Kuwait were chosen for comparison for several reasons. One, oil represents a similar percentage contribution to the countries’ export earnings, government budget, and overall GDP (see Table 1). Two, they provide a spectrum of population sizes. The 2013 populations of KSA, UAE and Kuwait were 28.83, 9.35 and 3.37 million people, respectively. Finally, there is variability in electricity and economic parameters across the countries (see Table 3). For instance, while all three have electricity systems that run solely on oil and natural gas, the percentage contribution of oil is different. The UAE uses mostly natural gas, Kuwait mostly oil, and Saudi Arabia roughly an even proportion. In short, the UAE and Kuwait have similar structures to their economies and electricity systems, yet their parameters differ.

Exogenous time series inputs to the model are driven by historical data and projected trends. For population, we use the medium fertility projection for each country from UNDESA (2014), which includes both nationals and expatriates. For educational attainment, we linearly extrapolate to 2050 attainment achieved between 1990 and 2010 in each country. For oil production, we use the 2024 forecasts from Business Monitor International extrapolated to 2050 (BMI, 2014, 2015a, 2015b, 2016).
Table 3
Economic and electricity system parameters for oil-exporting countries. Sources: Barro and Lee (2013) [1], ECRA (2012b) [2], EIA (2014b) [3], IEA (2014) [4], SAMA (2013) [5], TCB (2012) [6], UNSD (2013) [7], UNU-IHDP and UNEP (2014) [8], World Bank (2014) [9], WTO (2015) [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>KSA</th>
<th>UAE</th>
<th>Kuwait</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial population, $P_0$</td>
<td>20,144,600</td>
<td>0.026,352</td>
<td>1,906,231</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial real GDP, $Y_0$ (2000 US$)</td>
<td>1.3e11</td>
<td>3e11</td>
<td>1.8e10</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial non-oil GDP (US$)</td>
<td>1.1e11</td>
<td>7.6e10</td>
<td>2.0e10</td>
<td>[5,10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial produced capital (2000 US$)</td>
<td>3.3e11</td>
<td>2.7e11</td>
<td>4.5e10</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial electricity demand, $E_0$ (kWh)</td>
<td>1.3e11</td>
<td>4.0e10</td>
<td>3.2e10</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial capacity (GW)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>[4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of power from natural gas, $\gamma$ (Dmnl)</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption fraction, $c$ (Dmnl)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult population %, $\alpha$</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>[5,10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of power from natural gas, $\gamma$ (Dmnl)</td>
<td>5.7e10</td>
<td>4.5e10</td>
<td>2.1e10</td>
<td>[5,10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial capital, $K_0$ ($10^9$)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult population %, $\alpha$</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial produced capital (2000 US$)</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>[1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment population %, $\beta$</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Based on average historical growth rate in nominal non-oil GDP across the countries.
2 Chosen arbitrarily but varied in policy evaluation to discern impact.

2015b). Non-electricity oil consumption in each country is assumed to grow at its historical rate. Finally, we assume a long-term oil price trajectory that is flat at $100 per barrel, but we assess additional oil price scenarios in Section 3.1.

2.3. Model Validation

Based on the model structure and parameterization detailed in the previous sections, we evaluate the model’s ability to replicate historical behavior. Fig. 2 shows actual and simulated time series in Saudi Arabia from 2000 to 2013 for four of the key variables in the model: electricity demand, conventional capacity, oil consumption, and non-oil GDP. The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) for the four time series are 4%, 2%, 2%, and 5%, respectively. These four variables are calculated endogenously within the model. While the model is not intended to make predictions, the simulated trajectories that is flat at $100 per barrel, but we assess additional oil price scenarios in Section 3.1.

The MAPE values for UAE and Kuwait were not as low, largely because historical GDP in the two smaller countries was more volatile, particularly around the financial crisis of 2008. Non-oil GDP was the time series with the largest MAPE value, at 12% and 17% in the UAE and Kuwait, respectively. Overall, however, these figures show that a simple, general structure of energy-economy interactions in oil-exporting countries can be applied across different countries.

For full details on model validation, including error component analysis using Theil statistics, refer to Collins (2015).

2.4. Policy Definition and Evaluation

We use the model to simulate the impact of alternative electricity policies on the dynamics of produced, human, and oil capital. We define an alternative policy as a target penetration $\theta$ (0 < $\theta$ ≤ 1) of non-fossil power capacity in the electricity system by the terminal year of the simulation. Under the business-as-usual (BAU) policy, demand is met solely with conventional capacity fueled by oil and natural gas (i.e. $\theta = 0$). Non-fossil capacity consists of nuclear and/or solar photovoltaic capacity, determined by fractional allocations $f_N$ and $f_S$, respectively, where $f_N + f_S = 1$. The rate at which each technology comes online depends on the amount of capacity desired and the construction delay time. Simulations run from year 2000 to 2050. Equations can be found in the appendix.

To evaluate net changes to inclusive wealth, we employ a standard social cost-benefit analysis (CBA), using the capital asset stocks as the terms in which social costs and benefits are tabulated. Specifically, following Dasgupta (2001, 2009), policy benefits and costs are measured as the social value of capital accumulations and depletions, respectively. The benefits and costs of non-fossil electricity policies are evaluated relative to the BAU capacity expansion policy ($\theta = 0$). Policies begin to be implemented in the year 2015 (i.e. when nuclear and/or solar capacity enters the construction pipeline), and all benefits and costs are discounted (at rate $\delta$) to 2015 through a present value calculation.

The benefits relative to the BAU manifest in terms of accrued produced capital (PC) and human capital (HC). The costs relative to the BAU are the fixed and variable costs necessary to finance the new infrastructures, and these costs are 100% financed by oil capital (OC) depletion. Non-fossil electricity policies will perturb the produced and human capital trajectories upward (creating a wedge of benefits) and the oil capital trajectory downward (creating a wedge of costs). Alternative policies are evaluated using net present value (NPV), which calculates the difference between the present value of benefits and costs. If present value benefits exceed present value costs (i.e. NPV > 0), then the policy meets the acceptance criteria since social profits are positive (Arrow et al., 2003; Dasgupta, 2009). All present value calculations are in year 2000 US dollars. The equations for NPV Eq. (14) and the present value (PV) of production, human, and oil capital Eqs. (15)–(17) are shown below.

\[
NPV_{\theta,t} = [PV(\Delta PC_{\theta,t}) + PV(\Delta HC_{\theta,t})] - PV(\Delta OC_{\theta,t})
\]

\[
PV(\Delta PC_{\theta,t}) = \sum_{t=2015}^{2050} PC_{\theta,t}-PC_{0,0.01}\frac{(1+\delta)^t}{(1+\delta)}
\]

\[
PV(\Delta HC_{\theta,t}) = \sum_{t=2015}^{2050} HC_{\theta,t}-HC_{0,0.01}\frac{(1+\delta)^t}{(1+\delta)}
\]

\[
PV(\Delta OC_{\theta,t}) = \sum_{t=2015}^{2050} OC_{\theta,t}-OC_{0,0.01}\frac{(1+\delta)^t}{(1+\delta)}
\]

2.5. Policy Cases

We conduct the policy evaluation for four different policy cases: BASE, TECH, COST, and ECON. In each case, we are evaluating 100 different policies (i.e. $\theta = 0.01, 0.02, ..., 1.0$) relative to the BAU (i.e. $\theta = 0$).
but the overall circumstances are different. The BASE case sets equal allocations to nuclear and solar capacity \( (f_N = f_S = 0.5) \) and uses the parameter values from Tables 2 and 3. The TECH case analyzes four different allocations to nuclear and solar capacity, specifically where nuclear comprises 0%, 33%, 67%, and 100% of non-fossil capacity (the rest being solar).

The purpose of the COST and ECON cases is to assess the robustness of non-fossil electricity policies to future uncertainties. In the COST case, we analyze the BASE case under two different scenarios of the oil price trajectory and two scenarios of higher/lower nuclear and solar investment costs. The first oil price scenario decreases at 2%/year from $100 starting in 2014, reaching $47 per barrel by 2050. The second scenario has a post-2014 oil price that is flat at $30, in other words if current prices were to continue into the future. These alternative trajectories do not include short-term volatility in the oil price, and they are not meant to be predictions. For investment costs, the two scenarios have overnight capital costs \( (C_{adj}) \) for nuclear and solar being 20% higher and lower than their Table 2 values.

In the ECON case, we analyze BASE case policies under four different scenarios with higher/lower values to the two parameters that control development of the non-oil sector, \( \gamma \) and \( \phi \). Specifically, we vary the two parameters independently at \(+/– 50\%\) of their Table 3 values.

3. Results

Section 3.1 presents results for Saudi Arabia for the four policy cases. Benefits include only produced capital accumulations (human capital is omitted). Section 3.2 compares BASE case results for Saudi Arabia with two other oil-exporting countries, the UAE and Kuwait. Section 3.3 makes the same comparison, but with human capital accumulations included in the analysis.

3.1. Results for Saudi Arabia

Fig. 3a shows the present value (PV) benefit (social value of produced capital accumulation) and cost (social value of oil capital depletion) curves for the BASE case (equivalent nuclear and solar allocations). The slopes of the PV benefit and cost curves are the marginal benefits and costs of a unit increase to \( \theta \). Fig. 3b shows the NPV curve across the range of \( \theta \). Here, NPV is simply the difference between produced capital benefits (the blue curve) and oil capital costs (the green curve), relative to the BAU. The acceptance criterion – NPV > 0 – is met across the entire range of \( \theta \). In short, any non-fossil electricity policy in Saudi Arabia with equivalent allocations of nuclear and solar meets the policy acceptance criteria using produced and oil capital as the dimensions of inclusive wealth.

**Fig. 3.** a: Present value benefit (produced capital accumulation) and cost (oil capital depletion) curves for the BASE case in Saudi Arabia. b: Net present value (NPV) curve for the BASE case in Saudi Arabia. Under the BASE case, nuclear and solar are equally allocated \( (f_N = f_S = 0.5) \).
across a range of technology allocations and economic conditions. The actual NPV depends on the penetration $\theta$ and specific allocation to nuclear ($f_n$) versus solar ($f_s$). However under the lower oil price scenarios, oil capital costs can exceed produced capital benefits, resulting in negative NPVs that therefore do not meet the acceptance criteria. This analysis underscores that expectations about the future can produce a wide range of inclusive wealth impacts from the same set of non-fossil electricity policies.

### 3.2. Comparison with Other Oil-Exporting Countries

In this section, we compare the BASE case policy evaluation results for the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) with two other oil-exporting countries, the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Kuwait.

**Fig. 7a** shows the NPV curves for the three countries across the range of non-fossil penetration $\theta$. Benefits include only produced capital accumulation. Across the entire range of $\theta$, NPV $< 0$ for the UAE. This is because the majority of the UAE electricity system is already fueled by natural gas instead of oil, meaning non-fossil capacity will be displacing relatively less oil in the UAE system. While there are likely to be produced capital benefits to displacing natural gas consumption in the UAE, the opportunity cost of oil consumption is still significantly higher than natural gas, since oil is still the country’s largest export and revenue source (see Table 1).

Kuwait, on the other hand, receives gains from low to medium penetrations of non-fossil capacity, since its electricity system is majority oil-fired. At higher penetrations, the costs of new power plants (particularly nuclear) rise steadily while the benefits begin to plateau, causing NPV to decline to nearly zero over the remaining range of $\theta$. This is because the Kuwaiti system is relatively small to begin with, making it costly to absorb large alternative capacity additions when conventional power plants are not forced to retire (thus continuing to incur yearly fixed costs).

### 3.3. Policy Evaluation Including Human Capital

**Fig. 7b** shows the NPV curves for the three countries when human capital is included in the PV calculation. Saudi Arabia, because of its
large and increasingly educated adult population, benefits the most from human capital gains (NPV increases by an order of magnitude across the range of $\theta$). The benefits are significant in Kuwait as well, raising the NPV curve substantially, but by comparison to KSA the Kuwaiti population is smaller and less educated (based on historical educational attainment extrapolations) over the course of the simulation. Thus, the marginal human capital gain from a unit wage increase is smaller. As above, the UAE still benefits least from non-fossil electricity policy, with negative NPV across the range of $\theta$. However, the curve is nonetheless shifted upward.

The results of the policy evaluation and scenario analysis show that different oil-exporting countries experience a wide range of produced and human capital benefits and oil capital costs when investing in non-fossil electricity infrastructures. Using these dimensions of inclusive wealth, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait show net increases to inclusive wealth across a range of policies. The UAE experiences net increase to inclusive wealth only if human capital benefits are included in the evaluation.

4. Discussion

We explored the application of inclusive wealth theory to prospective policy evaluation with dynamic simulation modeling, using the case of electricity infrastructure policies in oil-exporting countries. To demonstrate the prospective evaluation, we analyzed investment policies for non-fossil electricity capacity in these countries in terms of their forecast implications to inclusive wealth, as measured by the particular dimensions of inclusive wealth that we include. The purpose of the study is not to prescribe specific policies, but instead provide insights into how electricity policy in these countries affects the sustainability of development vis-à-vis changes to selected capital assets. To scope the model we made necessary simplifications to how the capital assets are measured and impacted. In this section, we discuss the implications of our treatments of the capital assets and review areas for future research that can build on the work we have started.

While oil capital represents 80% of natural wealth in Saudi Arabia and 99% in the UAE and Kuwait (UNU-IHDP and UNEP, 2014), non-fossil electricity policy in these countries will nonetheless impact other natural capital assets like water, air, and global climate, which we do not capture. However, from a more general sustainability perspective, even a sole focus on oil capital reveals important tradeoffs in the way society manages its natural capital. This is because civilization depletes natural capital—whether it is oil, forests, or air quality—in order to meet socioeconomic needs. Moving forward, what matters is how the rents of depleted assets—like oil—are allocated in order to promote sustainable development. The model developed for this case makes explicit the tradeoff between consuming oil in a conventional electricity system and using oil rents to finance a non-fossil system, suggesting that the latter is more likely to promote sustainable development in oil-exporting countries. Furthermore, from a modeling standpoint, our treatment of oil capital shows that one could, in principle,
incorporate any number of additional natural assets in more comprehensive assessments provided their dynamics can be appropriately specified.

In our analysis, policies alter the development of the electricity infrastructure, but infrastructure capital is actually a subset of produced capital. In the policy evaluation we assumed that one unit of electricity generated by a nuclear or solar power plant is valued equivalently to one unit generated at a conventional facility. In reality this is not the case, owing to differences in pollution and waste externalities across the technologies. For example, our analysis did not consider the local health benefits of non-fossil electricity systems by avoiding air pollution, a serious problem in Saudi Arabia and other oil-exporting countries of the Middle East (Mathers et al., 2008). We also did not model the costs associated with nuclear waste disposal and storage. A more detailed assessment of inclusive wealth impacts would estimate for each unit of electricity produced by the infrastructure asset both the benefits and the costs, measured in terms of the accumulations and depletions of other capital assets caused by the externalities. Finally, our analysis omits the carbon externality involving oil consumption. We made this choice because the change in the global carbon stock does not depend on whether oil is consumed domestically or exported. But, a more detailed assessment of the natural capital impacts embedded in international oil trade could adjust the inclusive wealth of the exporting (importing) countries according to the production-based (consumption-based) principle (Atkinson et al., 2012; Atkinson and Hamilton, 2002).

In light of the recent precipitous drop in world oil prices, it is worth discussing further the implications of the oil price trajectory on the policy evaluation results. Our scenarios for the oil price trajectory out to 2050 are not meant to capture the cone of uncertainty in world oil price developments. They are meant to illustrate how different forecasts of the long-term oil price can affect the NPV of non-fossil investment policies, and as Fig. 5 shows, low forecasts can lead to negative NPVs. The prospect of forecasting the oil price that far into the future, however, is clearly futile; it is also possible that prices climb beyond $100 if geopolitical conditions shift, the oil supply surplus becomes a shortage, or a carbon price is instituted. This underscores that the purpose of our model is not to be predictive or prescriptive, but instead to demonstrate how the inclusive wealth framework could be applied to prospective policy analysis.

As we show in Section 3.3, human capital benefits can be a large part of the rationale for pursuing alternative policies over a BAU. This finding is consistent with the retrospective sustainability evaluations of UNU-IHDP and UNEP (2012, 2014), which showed that changes in human capital dominated many of the countries’ changes in inclusive wealth over time. Still, there remain fundamental difficulties in quantifying the contribution of human capital, from both conceptual and practical perspectives. Our approximation makes conservative assumptions about the ratio between wages and GDP, which may vary across countries and increase over time with development. We also do not capture changing demographics, which could change the fraction of adults in the population and affect the shadow price of human capital over time (Yamaguchi, 2014). Finally, while inclusive wealth theory states that capital stocks be valued at constant shadow prices in order to track intergenerational human well-being, in our evaluation the simulated real wage (and thus shadow price) dynamically adjusts to changing economic conditions. When projects affect shadow prices, the cost-benefit analysis should technically capture changing income, consumer surplus, and capital reallocation costs (Li and Löfgren, 2010; Weitzman, 2001). Thus, while human capital grows as a result of electricity infrastructure projects, its growth via increases to the shadow price may be severing the link from wealth to well-being, which is the ultimate quantity to be sustained. This underscores the importance of advancing theoretical as well as applied research in human capital measurement.

Due to the aforementioned simplifications we impose on the capital assets, it is worth discussing the difference between sustainability and optimality when evaluating policies. The policy acceptance criterion for sustainability is a net present value (NPV) greater than zero, since this indicates that the social value of capital accumulations caused by the policy exceeds the capital depletions. In theory, an optimal policy will maximize NPV, this at a point where marginal benefits (capital accumulations) equal marginal costs (capital depletions). In this paper we showed that multiple policies across a range of non-fossil penetrations promote sustainable development, but we did not calculate an optimal policy for any of the three countries. The main reason is because we are capturing only a subset of the capital assets that determine well-being, thus an “optimal” policy would be optimal only in our narrowly defined world of what promotes sustainable development (ignoring for example, social and knowledge capital, as well as externalities like pollution).

Applying inclusive wealth theory to prospective policy evaluation requires projecting capital stock trajectories into the future, which furthermore requires a dynamic simulation model that can capture interactions between the impacted capital stocks. There are multiple modeling approaches to dynamic simulation that could be used in inclusive wealth-based policy evaluation. Computable general equilibrium (CGE) models permit specification of multiple economic sectors, in particular their interdependencies (in contrast, our model was based on a simple two-sector economy). In oil-exporting countries, these sectors may be differentially dependent on the oil sector, which could lead to different impacts to GDP and therefore produced capital accumulation. CGE models also permit specification of a labor sector, which could be modified to measure human capital. Agent-based models (ABM) permit modeling interactions between heterogeneous population groups with different attributes and decision rules. In electricity infrastructure planning, to whom the benefits and costs accrue will depend on, for example, whether the electricity price increases, and how the increase is distributed across income groups in the population. Thus, an ABM approach could capture distributional impacts of policy interventions to per capita inclusive wealth in a way that our model could not. These approaches underscore that there are numerous potential extensions to the model that provide a more comprehensive representation of capital stock dynamics.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we apply inclusive wealth theory to forward-looking policy evaluation for sustainable development. We evaluate prospective policies, where benefits and costs are measured in terms of the social value of forecast capital asset accumulations and depletions, respectively. This builds on prior work that has largely focused on retrospective accounting of capital stock trajectories and/or theoretical extensions. The case study involves electricity infrastructure planning in oil-exporting countries. To make projections of, and measure the impacts to, selected capital stocks that comprise inclusive wealth, we develop a dynamic simulation model of salient energy-economy interactions in oil-exporting countries. Illustrative results show that investing in capacity for non-fossil electricity production in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait can produce a net increase to the countries’ inclusive wealth, when benefits are approximated by produced capital accumulation and costs by oil capital depletion, though the impacts depend on future uncertainties. In contrast, the UAE’s net inclusive wealth along these two capital dimensions declines under similar investment policies. Expanding the approximation of benefits to include human capital improvements can substantially increase net inclusive wealth, though calculated benefits vary across countries due to differences in projected educational attainment. While the case is simplified in numerous ways, the findings nonetheless demonstrate the feasibility of applying inclusive wealth theory to conduct prospective policy analysis and garner insight into what makes sustainable development more or less likely.

There are multiple opportunities for future research on policy evaluation using inclusive wealth. One, the costing of policies could be expanded to include financing instruments and investment strategies
that are commonly used in development projects. Two, other approaches could analyze at a more granular level the process through which natural capital depletion is converted to human (or produced) capital accumulation. Three, future work could seek to understand the international implications of domestic policies through the capital stock dynamics embedded in trade. Finally, it is worth reiterating that this paper explored inclusive wealth impacts in a very specific policy and regional context. There is ample opportunity for analysis in other geographies, policy cases, and modeling approaches.
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**Appendix A. Capacity Expansion Equations**

This appendix further describes how electric power capacity expansion is modeled. The desired conventional capacity \( DC \) is based on a forecast of peak load \( PL \). The electricity system will expand to meet forecasted peak load \( FPL \) over a particular time horizon \( h \), which is five years. \( FPL \) assumes \( PL \) will grow according to a linear extrapolation \( T \) of its past behavior. Electricity demand \( E \) is converted to peak load through a load factor \( LF \), which is the ratio of average demand to maximum demand in a given time period, in this case a year. In Saudi Arabia, \( LF \) averaged roughly 0.6 between 2006 and 2011 (ECRA, 2012a; SEC, 2013). Lacking the necessary data for UAE and Kuwait, we assume the same value.

\[
FPL = PL(1 + Th) \tag{A.1}
\]

\[
PL = \frac{E}{LF \times 8760} \tag{A.2}
\]

\( DC \) expands to meet forecasted peak load \( FPL \) plus a planning reserve margin \( m \), which is 20%. The start rate \( SR \) for new capacity is either the desired start rate \( DSR \) or zero. \( DSR \) is the sum of the desired online rate \( DOR \) and the adjustment for capacity under construction, which is the difference between desired capacity under construction \( DCUC \) and the current capacity under construction \( CUC \) divided by an adjustment time \( \tau_u \). \( DCUC \) is determined, following Little's Law, by the product of \( DOR \) and the technology-specific construction delay \( \tau_u \) (see Table 2). \( DSR \), if positive, is the sum of the discard rate \( DR \) of old plants and the adjustment for capacity, which is the difference between desired capacity \( DC \) and current capacity \( C \) divided by an adjustment time \( \tau_c \). The adjustment times, \( \tau_u \) and \( \tau_c \), dictate how fast the capacity expansion process responds to changes in forecasted demand (mathematically, a first-order exponential smoothing function of the discrepancy between desired and current capacity). They were estimated using a maximum likelihood algorithm with historical conventional capacity data from Saudi Arabia (ECRA, 2012b; SEC, 2013). Their values are 10.0 years and 5.5 years, respectively (again, lacking the necessary data for UAE and Kuwait, we assume the same values). Finally, the actual online rate \( OR \) is the ratio of \( DSR \) to \( \tau_u \) and the discard rate \( DR \) is the ratio of \( C \) to average power plant lifetime \( n \).

\[
DC = FPL(1 + m) \tag{A.3}
\]

\[
SR = \text{Max}(0, DSR) \tag{A.4}
\]

\[
DSR = DOR + \left( \frac{DCUC - CUC}{\tau_u} \right) \tag{A.5}
\]

\[
DCUC = DOR \times \tau_d \tag{A.6}
\]

\[
DOR = \text{Max}\left(0, DR + \left( \frac{DC - C}{\tau_c} \right) \right) \tag{A.7}
\]

\[
OR = \frac{CUC}{\tau_u} \tag{A.8}
\]

\[
DR = \frac{C}{n} \tag{A.9}
\]

Desired alternative capacity \( DAC \) captures the desire of a policy to meet a forecast of peak load \( FPLA \) by the simulation terminal year \( y \) with some penetration of non-fossil power capacity \( \theta \) \((0 \leq \theta \leq 1)\). As the simulation progresses, the time horizon of the forecast will decrease such that actual non-fossil capacity converges to the target penetration level by \( y \). Conventional capacity is used exclusively to cover the reserve margin. Within \( DAC \), the desired amounts of nuclear capacity \( DNC \) and solar PV capacity \( DSC \) are determined by fractional allocations \( f_{CN} \) and \( f_{CS} \), respectively, where \( f_{CN} + f_{CS} = 1 \).

\[
DAC(t) = \theta FPLA(y-t) \tag{A.10}
\]

\[
FPLA(y-t) = PL(1 + T(y-t)) \tag{A.11}
\]

\[
DNC(t) = f_{CN}(t) DAC(t) \tag{A.12}
\]

\[
DSC(t) = f_{CS}(t) DAC(t) \tag{A.13}
\]

To prevent overbuilding of capacity, the control logic for the conventional capacity pipeline needs to be amended to account for non-fossil capacity expansion. Specifically, Eqs. (A.5) and (A.7) now need to account for the amount of nuclear and solar capacity online \( C_N \) and \( C_S \) and under construction \( CU_N \) and \( CU_S \) shown below. Thus, the conventional capacity expansion process dynamically adjusts according to the policy changes made to the nuclear and solar systems.

\[
DOR = \text{Max}\left(0, DR + \left( \frac{DC - C_N - C_S}{\tau_c} \right) \right) \tag{A.14}
\]

\[
DSC(t) = f_{CS}(t) DAC(t) \tag{A.15}
\]

The structure of the capacity expansion process for nuclear and solar energy is identical to that of conventional capacity, except for two key differences. One, there is a start rate limit \( SRL \) imposed on nuclear and solar capacity entering the construction pipeline. If not for the limit, an unrealistic amount of capacity would immediately enter the pipeline, particularly for the high penetration policies. Thus, the limit is set at 2 GW per year for each technology, roughly equivalent to one large nuclear power plant or solar farm per year. The SRL is the reason why the BCR and NPV curves flat out at higher penetrations in many of the figures. In other words, the electricity systems desire more capacity than the limit allows to be built, resulting in the same amount of non-fossil capacity even as \( \theta \) increases. The equations for the nuclear start rate \( NSR \) and solar start rate \( SSR \) are shown below.
Two, while conventional capacity is assumed to come online in a modular fashion (specifically, according to a first-order exponential delay; see Eq. (A.8)), non-fossil capacity additions are likely to be much “lumpier,” particularly for nuclear power. This is because none of the countries analyzed in this paper currently have a nuclear or solar installed base on which to make modular additions. Thus, we formulate the construction delay $\tau_f$ for nuclear as a fixed delay (also called a “pipeline delay”), whereby the amount of capacity that enters construction in year $t$ will exactly come online in year $t + \tau_f$. For solar, we formulate the construction delay as a high-order exponential delay, but not fixed per se. Thus, small amounts of solar capacity that enter the pipeline in year $t$ can actually come online before year $t + \tau_f$. For solar photovoltaic (PV) this is an appropriate assumption, since a utility-scale PV farm can start generating electricity before all of the planned panels have been installed.

$$\text{NSR} = \min(\text{SR}_a, \max(0, D\text{SR}_a))$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.16)

$$\text{SSR} = \min(\text{SR}_a, \max(0, D\text{SR}_a))$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.17)
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